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Context: what does the 2 Degree Scenario mean?
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3 pathways towards Carbon neutrality
• Increase energy efficiency and increase circularity where waste becomes a feedstock
• Electrify as much as possible (far beyond electric cars)
• The need for molecules: (green) hydrogen and synthetic hydrocarbons
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Context: what does
the 2 Degree Scenario
mean?
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In December 2015 (@ CoP21 in Paris), 161 member states agreed upon the 2DS
◼ For the first time in December 2015, 161 states officially adopted in Paris at the CoP 21 the target of max temperature
increase 2°C by 2100.

◼ The CoP 21 agreement includes three goals :
•

Containing the rise of global mean temperatures “well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels, and to pursue efforts” to limit the warming
to 1.5°C.

•

“Increasing the ability to adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change” by promoting resilient and low-carbon development.

•

Making financial flows “consistent” with a low-carbon development.

IPCC +2°C trajectory by sector
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◼

Scenario from the IPCC shows that the
power sector should become CO2 negative
by 2050 if we are to achieve the 2°C target
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CO2 emissions (GtCO 2 )

Source: ENGIE Corporate Strategy CODIR 20/07/2015 scenario for a
+2°C target - Adapted from IPCC, AR5-WG1 and AR5-WG3
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Electrification, CCUS, bioenergy and hydrogen-derived fuels contribute to more
than half of cumulative emissions reductions
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More than half of the emission reduction will have to come that are today not mature:
Innovation and R&D are crucial and need to speed up!

Fatih Birol, IEA September 2020: ‘CCUS, Batteries and H2 are today where PV was
10 years ago. GOVERNMENT need to support their development now!’
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Pilots are key for ENGIE and a large part of the research budget
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3 pathways towards Carbon neutrality
(i) Increase energy efficiency and increase
circularity where waste becomes a feedstock

1. Collection

2. Anaerobic Digestion

Organic waste are collected and
transported to the methanization site

Organic waste goes
through an anaerobic
fermentation process
which produces
digestate and biogas.

Digestate
Is used as natural fertilizer

Biogas
A renewable fuel to
generate heat (hot water
or steam) and electricity
(CHP) on site

Biomethane is
considered carbonneutral
CO2 from the atmosphere is
captured by organic waste used
to produce biomethane

1 RGGO = 1 MWh green
gas injected

Its combustion produces
biogenic C02 emissions

4. end-uses

Biogas is purified to be injected into the gas grid for
industrial and domestic uses, such as heating or
cooking

3. Upgrade

Compensation effect: almost
no impact on greenhouse gas
emissions.
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3 pathways towards Carbon neutrality
(i) Increase energy efficiency and increase
circularity where waste becomes a feedstock
(ii)

Electrify as much as possible (far beyond
electric cars)
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We have proven the roadmaps wrong…
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Price of PV and Wind coming down at speed which
was not foreseen!
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PV efficiency will continue to increase, thanks to the industry’s
continuing R&D efforts
•

Over the last 4 decades, the PV industry has continued to find ways to increase the efficiency of the photovoltaic effect and
this will not stop. But the real challenge is the cost: even for Silicon-based PV, significant R&D is necessary to reach the
efficiencies between 24 and 26% in a cost-effective way.
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Making sure all our electricity generation is green is crucial but is not sufficient as it
will only reduce our overall emissions by 38 %.
Industry, transport and building account for half of emissions today! (IEA, ETP 2020)
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Belgian’s federal planning bureau estimated that even in the deep electrification scenario
(electrify as much as possible also in industry), molecules and import of renewable Energy
will be important and need new emerging technologies (P2X)

88 TWh in
2018

Both scenarios do not
diverge (much) in terms of
their annual net import
position in 2050: 29.4
TWh in ‘Diversified Energy
Supply’ and 29.0 TWh in
‘Deep Electrification’
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3 pathways towards Carbon neutrality
(i) Increase energy efficiency and increase
circularity where waste becomes a feedstock
(ii)

Electrify as much as possible (far beyond
electric cars)

(iii) The need for molecules: (green) hydrogen and
synthetic hydrocarbons
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Hydrogen is a low carbon energy solution with a lot of
potential but …

GN

H2 Storage

Renewable H2
Electrolytic process breaking
down water into dioxygen and
hydrogen, using electricity
from green sourcing
Nat Gas

By product H2
Produced from other
industrial processes

Pyrolysis H2
Cracking of methane under the effect
of heat separating H2 from solid carbon

CO2

SMR-CCS H2
Reforming of natural gas to
produce H2 associated with the
capture and storage of CO2.

Nat Gas

CO2
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How to transport or store 10kWh of energy?

≈ 27 L of battery electricity

≈ 13.3 L of H2
(20°C, 350 bar), gas
≈ 7.7 L of H2
(20°C, 700 bar), gas
≈ 4.2 L of H2
(-250°C, 1 bar), liquid

≈ 3.1 L of NH3
(-30°C, 1 bar), liquid
≈ 1.7 L of CH4
(-160°C, 1 bar), liquid

≈ 1.1 L of Diesel

* Mertens, J., R. Belmans and M. Webber, 2020. Why the carbon neutral transition will imply

the use of lots of carbon. C-Journal of Carbon research, 6 (39), 1-8
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Today’s Gas System Takes Carbon From The Earth’s Crust and Puts
It Into the Atmosphere

CO2

Natural Gas
Infrastructure

CH4
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Tomorrow’s Gas System Could Take Carbon From The Atmosphere
To Make The Gas
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The Day After Tomorrow’s Gas System Could Take Carbon From
The Atmosphere And Put It Into Products or The Crust
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Power – to – Gas : example of Methycentre
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Environmental and social
impact better than most
bio-fuels…

Too expensive today
but highly dependent
on electricity price for
electrolysis…
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Conclusions
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Take-aways
⚫

In a first step, we must increase energy efficiency and think circular!

⚫

Electrification of as much as possible is a good idea and for electricity, we
have a good fossil free alternatives!

⚫Molecules

will be needed for processes where energy density is crucial,
e.g. in industry, aviation, storage of energy, transport of energy over long
distances

Want to know more : download our latest
version of our emerging sustainable
technologies document:
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https://www.engie.com/en/news/report-emergingsustainable-technologies
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